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A procedure is proposed which uses probability concepts to achieve a con-

sistent and realistic assessment of the probable maximum flood (PMF) and

its use in design or evaluation of high-hazard dams.

A PMF computation involves selection of a sequence of meteorologic and

hydrologic events.' These include the principal storm, antecedent and/or

subsequent storms, time and areal distribution of rainfall, loss rates,

and the hydrograph determination. Computed maximum headwater levels used

in dam design or evaluation depend on assumed initial reservoir levels,

operating conditions, and windwave conditions. A review of present practice

shows basic agreement on events or conditions to postulate, but significant

differences in their magnitude. These differences produce major variations

in the relative magnitude of the computed flood. Further, events are defined

in terms which, when applied in different climatic regions, will result in

computed floods of varying relative magnitude.

The results of studies conducted by the Tennessee Valley Authority to estab-

lish a consistent and realistic standard for PMF determination in the

Tennessee Valley region are used to illustrate the proposed procedures.

Reference: Donald W. Newton, "Realistic Assessment of Maximum Flood
Potentials," to be presented April 30, 1982, at the ASCE
National Convention in Las Vegas, Nevada.



REALISTIC.ASSESSMENT OF MAXIMUM FLOOD POTENTIALS

1
Donald W. Newton, F. ASCE

INTRODUCTION

The assessment of maximum flood potentials is a vital part of the hydrologic

analysis for the design of high-hazard dams or the evaluation of existing

high-hazard dams under current safety guidelines. It provides an upper

boundary for planning reservoir flood-operating procedures and is used for

siting nuclear plants and other facilities where flooding cannot be tolerated.

The hydrometeorological approach of postulating a design storm and computing

.the resultingflood is the accepted practice in this country for defining

the upper limit of expected flooding. There are distinct advantages to this

approach as it permits realistic consideration of climatic and watershed

variables. The term most often used for the computed flood used to define

the upper limit of expected flooding is probable maximum flood (PMF). While

,there is basic agreement on the events or conditions to postulate in a PMF

determination, there are significant differences of opinion on the appro-

priate magnitude in which they are to be combined. The magnitude of events

chosen to define the PMF can result in large changes in the flood peak and

volume and can change the likelihood of flood occurrence by several orders

of. magnitude.

1. Supervisor, Hydrology Section, Flood Hazard Analysis Branch, Tennessee
Valley Authority.



In any national program, such as dam safety, equitable treatment of all dam

owners is important. At the same time, because of the potential catastrophic

effect of dam failure, any adopted standard should establish failure risks

at an acceptable level. The recent Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety

(1) states that "selection of a design flood should be based on :an evaluation

of the relative risks and consequences of dam failure under both present and

future conditions." It also states that "when overtopping and resultant

failure of a dam could cause significant hazards to life--the flood selected

for design should have virtually no chance of being exceededV" The need for

and use of risk-based analysis in evaluating safety and establishing

priorities for rehabilitating dams are identified.

An objective means is needed for selecting a meteorologically and hydrologi-

cally reasonable sequence of events for computing the PMF. The sequence

must achieve the desired level of safety and be consistently applicable -

nationwide. Although it is not currently possible to realistically define

the probability of a PMF, broad assessment of probabilities can construc-

tively be used to guide selection of events to postulate in a PMF determina-

tion. This helps ensure that the events postulated-are both "severe" and

"reasonably possible" and, 'at the same time, recognize the climatic and

watershed characteristics of each site in a consistent manner.

This paper describes a procedure which uses probability concepts to achieve

*a consistent and realistic assessment of the PMF and its use in the design

of high-hazard dams. It is based on studies conducted for the Tennessee

Valley region by or for TVA over the past two decades. The studies reflect
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the meteorologic characteristics of the region in which snowmelt is not a

factor in producing a PMF. Thus, Valley storm experience is not typical of

some regions of the country. However, the basic principles are applicable to

any region.

TERMS

The termsmaximum possible flood, probable maximum flood, and maximum

probable flood have been or are being used to describe the computed flood

used in designing high-hazard dams or siting nuclear plants for which keep-

ing the risk of failure to essentially zero is desirable. Definitions used

by selected organizations are given in Exhibit I. The maximum possible

flood, which assumes the simultaneous occurrence of every possible natural

flood-producing factor is not currently used in design. It is considered

too extreme. The PNF, which is the term currently most used, is described

as the "most severe" flood that is "reasonably possible" or can "reasonably

be predicted to occur" at a site. The maximum probable flood, as defined

by the United Nations or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, appears to be the

same. The term PMP is used in this paper.

The question which has plagued hydrologists for years as is evidenced by

the different flood definitions is: How do you define what is the most

severe flood reasonably possible?
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EXHIBIT I--COMPARISON OF FLOOD DEFINITIONS

Maximum Possible Flood

United Nations--Manual of Standards and Criteria for Planning Water Resource Projects,
Water Resource Series No. 26, 1964.

The largest flood that theoretically could occur at a given site during our present
geological and climatic era. It presupposes the simultaneous occurrence in one area
of every possible natural factor, in such a manner as to create the theoretically
maximum possible flood.

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation--"Selecting Spillway Floods for Existing Structures (Bureau of
Reclamation Application) by Frederick A. Bertle. Proceedings of the Engineering
Foundation Conference, Asilomar Conference Grounds. Pacific Grove, California, September
23-28, 1973.

The largest flood that theoretically could occur at a given site during our present
geological and climatic era. It presupposes the simultaneous occurrence, upon one
area, of every possible natural contingency in such manner as to create the
theoretically maximum possible flood. This concept is for consideration only as an
aid in arriving at-the maximum probable flood.

Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)-

World Meteorological Organization--TechnicalNote No. 98, Estimation of Maximum Floods,
1969.

Where the rainfall studies are directed towards estimation of- the physical upper
limits to storm rainfall in a basin or region, the resulting estimates are usually
called the "probable maximum storm" or "probable maximum precipitation." When
converted into floodflows by one of the methods outlined in chapter 4, the resulting
flood is known as the "probable maximum flood."

Corps-of.Engineers--EC 1110-2-27 "Policies and Procedures Pertaining to Determination of
Spillway Capacities and Freeboard Allowances for Dams, par 7, Enclosure 2, 1966.

Estimates of hypothetical flood characteristics (peak discharge, volume, and
hydrograph shape) that are considered to be the most severe "reasonable possible" at
a particular location, based on relatively comprehensive hydrometeorological analyses
of critical runoff-producing precipitation (and snowmelt, if pertinent) and
hydrologic factors favorable for maximum flood runoff.

Tennessee Valley Authority

The most severe flood that can reasonable be predicted to occur at a site as a result
of hydrometeorological conditions. It assumes an occurrence of PMP critically
centered on the watershed-and a sequence of related meteorologic and hydrologic
factors typical of extreme storms.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission--Standards for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power
Reactor Sites. ANSI Standard N]70-1976.

The hypothetical flood (peak discharge, volume, and hydrograph shape) that is
considered to be the most severe reasonable possible, based on comprehensive
hydrometeorological application of probable maximum precipitation and other
hydrologic factors favorable for maximum flood runoff such as sequential storms and
snowmelt.

Maximum Probable Flood

United Nations--Manual of Standards -and Criteria for Planning Water Resource Projects,
Water Resources Series No. 26, 1964.

,.The largest flood which can reasonably be expected to occur at a given site. It
differs from the maximum possible flood in the rational consideration of the chances
of simultaneous occurrence of the maximum adverse conditions.

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation--"Selecting Spillway Floods for Existing Structures (Bureau of
Reclamation Application) by Frederick A. Bertle. Proceedings of the Engineering
Foundation Conference, Asilomar Conference Grounds, Pacific Grove, California, September
23-28, 1973.

The largest flood that can reasonable be expected to occur on a given stream at a
selected point. The maximum probable flood is distinguished from the maximum
possible flood by rational consideration of the chances of simultaneous occurrence of
the maximum of the several elements or conditions which contribute to the flood.
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APPROACH

The magnitude of a PMF and the likelihood of it occurring is determined by

the selection of components to the flood determination. A PMF computation

involves selection of a sequence of meteorologic and hydrologicievents.

These include the principal storm, antecedent and/or subsequent storms, time

and areal distribution of rainfall, loss rates, and the hydrograph determi-

nation. In dam design or~evaluation, maximum headwater levels depend upon

assumed initial reservoir levels, operating conditions, and windwave

conditions.

Current procedures for computing the PMF (or the maximum probable flood used

by the Bureau of Reclamation) are defined in terms not likely to lead to

:floods, of equal magnitude at a site or equal probable determination nation-

wide. Exhibit 2 provides a general comparison of values selected for these

components by the principal Federal agencies. The differences can lead to

large differences in flood magnitude and, consequently, probability of

occurrence. They can result in postulating combinations of events which

exceed what is physically possible.

A needed first step to achieving a consistent and realistic assessment of

the PMF is to define what is meant by "virtually no chance of being exceeded"

or the "most severe flood that is reasonably possible" in terms which can

be objectively evaluated. This requires attempting to define the PMF in

probabilistic terms.
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EXHIBIT 2--ASSUMPTIONS USED TO COMPUTE FLOOD USED TO EVALUATE
HYDROLOGIC SAFETY OF HIGH HAZARD STRUCTURES

Flood .Title
Probable maximum flood - ANS*, COE, TVA
Maximum probable flood - USBR
Freeboard hydrograph Class C structure SCS

Principal Storm
USWB Probable maximum precipitation (PMP) -All but USBR
USBR Probable maximum storm - USBR

Antecedent Storm
40 percent of PMP - ANS
Standard .project flood 5 days prior - COE
1-percent-chance flood peaking in reservoir 10 days prior - SCS
15 to 50 percent of PMP depending upon watershed size and

location - TVA
1-percent-chance flood (100-year) - USBR

Loss Rates or initial moisture conditions
Median soil moisture - ANS
Minimum infiltration - COE
Curve number.for Antecedent.Moisture Condition II - SCS
Median values observed prior to recorded storms - TVA
Minimum retention loss rates - USBR

Rainfall Time Distribution
Most critical possible for region - ANS
Use sequence that.gives maximum peak flow - COE
Average mass curve - SCS, TVA
Average mass curve with critical arrangement of maximum

6-hour - USBR

Initial Reservoir Conditions
Upper level of operating rule - ANS
Top of conservation pool or one-half of flood control

storage - COE
1-percent-chance flood peaking 10 days prior - SCS
Median at start of storm sequence - TVA

Windwaves
2-year extreme windspeed - ANS
40 to 50 miles per hour - COE
Median daily maximum at time of flood crest - TVA
50 to 100 miles per hour - USBR

*ANS - American Nuclear Standard TVA - Tennessee Valley Authority

ANSI N170-1976 USBR - U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
COE - U.S. Corps of Engineers SCS - Soil Conservation Service
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For the purposes of this paper an annual probability of 10 will be

assumed to achieve the objective, "virtually no chance of being exceeded."

Because of the uncertainties in defining flood probabilities of this

magnitude, a value of 10-10 will be used to evaluate combinations of events.

Setting a specific value is not the intent here. The point is that a risk

objective needs to be stated and it needs to, recognize the uncertainties

in such projections.

Given a risk objective, the next step is to select the .components to the

PMF computation and to reservoir design that achieves this objective. A

second and equally important constraint is that each element must be

meteorologically and hydrologically realistic.

APPLICATION

PMF Determination

The components. to a PMF determination are the principal storm, antecedent

and/or subsequent storms, time and areal distribution of rainfall, loss

rates., and the hydrograph determination. In this discussion only ante-

cedent storms are considered. The potential for subsequent storms is

ignored because the assumption of three critically located storms is

considered too extreme.
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Principal Storm--It is proposed that the principal storm in a P1fF determi-

nation be one which produces probable maximum precipitation (PMP) on the

watershed (depth, duration, isohyetal pattern) as defined by the National

Weather Service (NWS). This is the present practice of most agencies and

is a reasonable approach to defining the upper limit to the flood potential

*at a site. When the watershed shape is markedly different from the iso-

hyetal-pattern for the storm, a meteorologically logical centering would

be found which would produce maximum basin rainfall. For large watersheds

a variety of possible storms producing PMP for the total area or subareas

would be explored to determine the critical arrangement. A storm duration

would be adopted based on the meteorological characteristics of the region

that would produce the critical combination of peak discharge and volume

for the particular study. In the Tennessee Valley, 24-hour storms are

normally controlling for watersheds less than 100 square miles while

72-hour storms are controlling for larger watersheds.

To estimate the probability of the PMF it is necessary to assign a proba-

bility to a PMP occurrence. The PMP is defined (2.) as the rainfall depth

(for a particular size basin) that approaches the upper limit that the

present climate can produce. Thus, if correctly defined, it would not be

exceeded,. If the question of uncertainty in the estimate is ignored there

is a probability that a storm-producing PMP would occur. What are the

chances of a storm occurring which will produce PMP on a particular water-

shed? Based on previous studies (3, 4), the probability of the principal

storm which produces PMP on a particular watershed in the Tennessee Valley

is adopted as 10-8 with a probability of 10-6 defining the upper confidence

limit.
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Studies by the NWS (5) indicate that their PMP determinations are not

equally probable nationwide. Thus, to apply the proposed procedure, a

determination would need to be made for each region.

Antecedent Storm--Current practice for selection of an antecedent "storm"

varies widely as shown in Exhibit 2. Two basic approaches are used: One

is to assume a storm occurs which produces .a flood of selected magnitude,

and the other is to assume a storm expressed as a percentage of PMP occurs.

Postulation that a storm occurs antecedent to a storm-producing PMP should

be based on regional storm experience. The magnitude of the storm needs

to be determined in the context of the meteorological conditions that would

be associated with the principal storm. Further,. the total rainfall for

the storm sequence should not exceed PMP for that duration.

For the Tennessee Valley region it has been shown (6) that 75 percent of

the storms producing major floods are caused by a pair of storms with a

3-day interval between them. An envelope of antecedant storms expressed

as a percentage of principal storm decreased with principal storm magni-

tude as would be expected from meteorological analyses. 'There were

regional differences. Data for the eastern part of the Tennessee Valley

are shown on Exhibit 3. The NWS has defined storm conditions antecedent

to the PMP based upon studies of major storms (7, 8, 9, 10). Exhibit 4

from the 1976 analysis (10) shows antecedent rain as a percentage of the

maximum 3-day rains for.34 storms which form the basis for PMP estimates

in the eastern United States. The enveloping line shows the trend for
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decreasing antecedent storm depths with increasing principal storm depths,

which conforms to conclusions from meteorological analysis and *the

flood-related storm studies.

For the Tennessee Valley region, antecedent storm depths varying from 15

to 50 percent of PMP have been adopted depending on storm duration, loca-

tion and size of watershed, and season of occurrence. These results should

not be applied to other regions without site-specific studies because of

potential large variations nationwide depending on the distance from coast

and meteorological conditions.

Antecedent Storm Plus PMP--Storm studies can define for a region what

magnitude of storm is meteorologically possible and reasonable to postulate

prior to of a storm which produces PMP. These studies do not answer the

question, "How likely is an occurrence of the assumed sequence of storms

adopted to define a PMF?" The selection process ensures that both the

antecedent storm and PMP are unlikely events. A PMF determination based

upon the postulated occurrence of a couplet of storms, each conservatively

defined' and assumed to center on the watershed to produce watershed rainfall

volumes as close as possible to storm-centered volumes, is undoubtedly

conservative. Is it overly conservative? Does the probability of the storm

couplet occurring achieve the adopted risk objective?

To estimate the probability of the combined event requires a frequency

curve of the principal storm and of antecedent storm depths, given that

the storm precedes a PMP--a conditional probability curve. Given this
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conditional probability curve of antecedent rainfall amounts, the

probability of the combined event is the product of the probability of

principal storm and the antecedent storm of selected magnitude.

It has been proposed (4) that for the Tennessee Valley the conditional

probability curve of antecedent rainfall can be conservatively approximated

using the frequency curve of observed maximum annual 3-day watershed

rainfall such as shown by Exhibit 5. Two adjustments are required:

One is the recognization that an antecedent storm is not certain to occur.

Studies for the Tennessee Valley (6) show antecedent storms occurred in

only 75 percent of maximum flood events sampled in the Valley. Thus, the

intercept of the probability curve should be at a probability of 0.25. The

second adjustment accounts for the fact that the storm must occur in a

specific 3-day period rather than any 3-day period out of 365 days. PMP

is the initiating event and the.3-day antecedent storm is postulated to

occur such that it ends just 3 days prior to the start of PMP. Assuming

the storm is equally probable at any time in a given period, the probability

can be computed applying the binomial theorem.

For the small values of P being considered the binomial theorem reduces to:

p = 1/n x P

where p is the probability of exceedance during a specified 3 days during

the full period, P is the exceedance probability based on the full period,

and n is the number of 3-day intervals in the full, period. Thus, for the

watershed of Exhibit 5, the probability of an antecedent storm of 6.6 inches

(annual probability 1/130), occurring in a specified 3-day period prior to

C-
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-5
the principal storm, is in the order of 3/365 X 1/130 or 6 X 10-5. At the

upper 5 percent confidence limit the probability is in the Qrder of 2 X I0-4

This ignores the adjustment required to recognize that an antecedent storm

is not certain--a conservatism.

The probability of the storm couplet, PMP plus an antecedent storm expressed

as a percentage of the PMP for five watersheds in the Tennessee Valley

-12 2
region, was estimated to-vary from 10 to 10- 2 1 (3). Using the upper

confidence limits for both storms, the probability of the storm couplet

was estimated to vary from 10 to 10-. Thus, for the Tennessee Valley

region, the assumed storm sequence of antecedent, and principal storms

achieves the adopted safety objective.

It is proposed that probability analysis of basin rainfall be used in the

absence of true conditional probability relationships to select .an ante-

cedent storm that would achieve.a selected safety objective. The basin

frequency analysis would be bounded at the upper end by depths expressed

.as a percentage of PMP determined from regional storm and flood analyses.

.For example, to achieve a PMF with probability of 1010 assuming a

principal storm with probability 10 requires an antecedent storm with

conditional probability of 1.0-4. This would be approximated with a maxi-

mum annual storm with annual exceedance probability of 10-2 assuming the

.storm is equally probable on any 3-day period in a year (3/365 X 1/100

.8 X 10-4 or approximately 10- 4).
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Other Conditions--To translate storm rainfall to floodflow requires assumptions

about initial moisture conditions and the time and areal distribution of rainfall.

As shown in Exhibit 2, a variety of assumptions are used by the Federal agencies

which vary from using median conditions up to those which would maximize the

flood determination.

The ýantecedent storm effectively controls the initial moisture conditions

for the principal storm, which is the controlling storm. Thus, flood

volumes and peaks are relatively insensitive to varying assumptions :about

moisture conditions prior to the antecedent storm. The postulated couplet

of storms is adequately conservative; thus, use of median moisture conditions

prior to maximum floods of record is reasonable. It reduces the probability

of the combined event by one-half, assuming that initial moisture condition

is independent of the storm couplet.

The PMF peak discharge will vary with assumed time distribution of rainfall.

In view of the conservatisms inherent in the PMP-antecedent storm assumption,

it is suggested that a mass curve of rainfall be adopted based on those

recorded in major storms and which result in computed flood peaks about

midway between the minimum and maximum that could result from the range of

observed distributions.

The adopted areal distribution of rainfall should be based on what is

meteorologically appropriate for the watershed. In mountainous regions,

such as major portions of the Tennessee Valley, rainfall distribution is
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controlled by topography. When topography is not controlling and therefore

storm centering is fortuitous, a principal storm centering which produces

the maximum flood peak or reservoir headwater elevation is appropriate.

Reservoir Inflow--When computing a PMIF for reservoir design it is important

to recognize that the reservoir will alter the time distribution of flow,

the inflow hydrograph from that which wouldoccur without the reservoir.

Examples of such changes for two locations in the Tennessee Valley are

shown on Exhibits 6 and.7. At these locations the watersheds were gaged

prior .to reservoir construction and a unit hydrograph was developed from

these records' using statistical techniques (11). Following dam closure

flood inflow hydrographs were estimated from known outflows and reservoir

headwater levels.• A unit hydrograph was developed from these hydrographs.

The unit hydrographs for both pre- and postreservoir conditions were

developed from the two or three largest floods of record for each period.

Dam Design or Evaluation

Given the.design flood inflow hydrograph, computed..reservoir headwater

levels depend upon .assumed initial pool levels, operating assumptions,

.and windwave effects.

Initial Pool Level--Current practice for most agencies, as outlined in

Exhibit 2, is to assume conservatively high initial pool'levels. In view

of the conservatism in the postulated storm couplet used to define the PMF,

an additional compounding of eVents is believed unrealistic..
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.Pool levels at the start of the antecedent storm in a PMF determination

depend on prior storm conditions and operations. Use of median levels on

the starting .date, as determined from operating experience at existing

reservoirs or operation studies of proposed structures., is reasonable.

It, in effect, integrates prior storm sequences, runoff, and operating

conditions and reduces the exceedance probability of the PMF by one-half.

Consideration should be given to possible future uses or changes which

'would alter flood detention capacity. TVA uses guide levels which define

a boundary between flood detention and conservation pools, and these form

an upper boundary for initial pool level assumptions.

Operating Conditions--Outlet capacity or spillway operation during a flood

can significantly affect PMF headwater levels. This paper focuses on the

hydrologic and meteorologic assumptions in contrast to operations. Any

assumptions about outlet capacity and spillway operations should be realistic

for the conditions expected to prevail during a PMF.

Windwaves--The potential effects of windwaves need to be evaluated in the

hydrologic design of a dam. An appropriate windspeed for design evaluation

depends on site conditions and anticipated headwater levels. Windspeeds

currently used.in windwave calculations vary widely from use of the median

.daily maximum at time of flood cresting to 100 miles per hour (Exhibit 2).

For a windwave determination the wind is postulated to occur at the time

of flood cresting from a direction which creates maximum waves and for a

duration which will generate full wave heights. When defining the time
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of flood cresting two factors must be addressed: (1) the season of year

in which the PMF is likely to occur and (2) thenumber of hours headwater

levels are expected to be at or near the crest.

In the Tennessee Valley the PMfF is expected in March to mid-April for

watersheds with areas greater than about 7,000 square miles and in June

through October for smaller watersheds. Reservoirs are at crest flood

levels for time periods not exceeding I day. Because of topography fetch

lengths are relatively short so that wind durations needed to create

maximum wave heights normally do not exceed 60 minutes. Critical

directions can be from any compass point. Thus, a rational selection of

windspeeds to compute windwaves at time of a PMF reservoir cresting requires

information about expected windspeeds by season, on a particular day within

the season, by direction, and for durations of up to 60 minutes.

Exhibit S8 shows frequency curves of daily maximum 60-minute windspeeds at

Knoxville for the June through September season for all directions and from

the north and southwest developed for TVA by the National Climatic Center

(12, 13). The wind frequency curve permits selection of a windspeed for

windwave calculations based on wind probabilities for the day of reservoir

cresting.

In view of the conservatisms in the PMF postulation it is recommended that

winds used to compute windwaves at maximum reservoir levels in a PMF be

based on the median of maximum winds for the day of cresting, from the

critical direction, and with duration sufficient to generate maximum wave
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heights. For reservoirs where windwave consideration may be the controlling

factor in hydrologic design, i.e., reservoirs with stable lake levels and

relativelysmall.differences in elevation between the lake and dam top,

windwave considerations should be compatible with the PhF standard.

Freeboard--A common practice in dam design is to place the dam top an

arbitrary number of feet above the maximum computed flood level, including

windwaves. This provides a safety factor to cover uncertainties in the

flood estimate and operating conditions. Adding an arbitrary number of

feet above the computed maximum flood level is, in the author's judgment,

unrealistic. The effect of uncertainties in any element of the maximum

headwater level determination can be evaluated and freeboard determined

by such analysis. Adopting the hydrometeorologic approach to the hydro-

logic design of dams offers a realistic means to determine dam top levels

without resorting to arbitrary freeboard allowances.

SUMMARY

A procedure is proposed for a realistic PMF determination and the hydro-

logic design of a dam in which (1) the principal storm in a PRF determination

is based on PMP as defined by the NWS, (2) an antecedent storm is postulated

based on detailed meteorologic analysis of antecedent storm experience with

-magnitude selected based on a frequency analysis of basin rainfall, and (3)

all related meteorologic, hydrologic, and initial reservoir level assumptions

are based on median conditions for the season of storm occurrence.
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Adopting this approach allows postulating a logical sequence of events

building up to the main storm. Properly used, it preserves the concept of

maximum events without compounding one unlikely event with another to

unrealistic extremes. It.provides a concise procedure which can be

standardized and duplicated by others. To alter the combined probability

of the entire event simply requires postulating or selecting alternative

levels for any or all elements in the sequence. This approach was developed

for the humid temperate climate of the Tennessee Valley area, but the basic

concept is usable in any climate. Following this approach leads to defining

PMF in terms of a consistent level of risk. This assessment of risk is a

first step in an effective national program of risk management which is the

basis for concern about dam safety.
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